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Racial Blackness And The Discontinuity
CHAPTER 1 The Conceptual Impossibility of Racial Blackness: History, the Commodity ... the concept by which “[discontinuity] . . . has now become one of the basic elements of historical analysis.”¹ In ...
Racial Blackness and the Discontinuity of Western Modernity
In all three paintings representation mediates and edifies suffering by evacuating the scene of suffering from the pain inherent to it. Thus, myth and legend as encapsulated in painting tends to ...
On Postcolonial Suffering: George Floyd and the Scene of Contamination
The mean patient age was 58 years, 58% were female, and 85% were either black or Hispanic ... 3 categories of medical errors related to the discontinuity of care from the inpatient to the ...
Medical Errors Related to Discontinuity of Care from an Inpatient to an Outpatient Setting
CONTINUITY VERSUS DISCONTINUITY. Precapitalist versus capitalist. Race versus class. Oppositional interpretations ... on “a year of trouble and disappointment to all, both white and black.” An ...
Entrepreneurs in the Southern Upcountry: Commercial Culture in Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1845-1880
One possible explanation for the discontinuity is the Campanian Ignimbrite volcanic eruption roughly 39,000 years ago, which severely affected climate in the northern hemisphere and may have ...
Neanderthal ancestry identifies oldest modern human genome
The curriculum for ordinands must include participation in ‘an introductory Black Theology module’. They must ‘diversify the curriculum’, ‘produce a workable plan for increasing racial ...
The Cranmer Option
Most recently, Dr. McBride co-edited the posthumous books of two colleagues: Lindon Barrett’s Racial Blackness and the Discontinuity of Western Modernity and Vincent Woodard’s The Delectable Negro: ...
About the President
Examples of social identities are race/ethnicity, gender, social class/socioeconomic ... or both privileged (e.g., upper-middle class) and marginalized (e.g., Black) groups. For most individuals, ...
Social Identities
Using a sharp regression discontinuity design, I identify the causal impact ... how the specific identities around which these groups are organized – race and gender (e.g., Black, Asian, women) – may ...
Students on the Job Market
One paper [23] examined race as a risk factor for VTE for TKA. The black race was found to be a risk factor while Hispanic race showed no significant difference when compared to the white race.
Risk Factors for Venous Thromboembolism of Total Hip Arthroplasty and Total Knee Arthroplasty
9 In the Medicaid program, people experiencing discontinuity in coverage are less likely to have a regular source of care and twice as likely to forgo care for financial reasons than those with ...
Building On the ACA To Reduce Health Insurance Disruptions
If Jesus is a “persona,” as the apostolic and patristic fathers of the Church maintained, and he has died and been raised as a representative of the entire race, then we are all more than ...
The Christian Invention of the Human Person
The actress and LGBT advocate, best known for her role as Sophia Burset on Netflix's Orange is the New Black, became the ... as studies of continuity and discontinuity in ontogeny." ...
Welcome to the 2014 Verge 50
He was Black. So is Grays, a Customs and Border Protection officer who is now suing the federal government, alleging racial profiling put him in harm's way that day, caused an innocent family to ...
Customs and Border Protection officer says racism at Michigan-Canada border happens daily: 'It needs to be exposed'
But the structural incommensurability and frequent temporal discontinuity between art and nonart ... difference actively suppresses recognition of race, reenacting and mirroring the erasure of black ...
Materialist art history and its points of difficulty
Fortunes that were not mine, lives given their shape by the monstrous hammers of class and race in America ... Benjamin stressed rupture, discontinuity, and Erfahrung, experience that is not merely ...
Angels of History
The imaging showed that discontinuity -- an absence of a part of the photoreceptor layer -- was more common at 12 months post-operatively among patients who had the PPV surgical reattachment than ...
Minimally invasive retinal reattachment procedure leads to superior photoreceptor integrity
“This activity resulted in the strengthening and intensification of the Saharan high-pressure cell, which progressively pushed down the Inter-Tropical Discontinuity (ITD) from a latitudinal ...
NiMet explains prevalent hazy weather condition
We have developed a novel method to predict the success of PCR amplification for a specific primer set and DNA template based on the relationship between the primer sequence and the template.
Prediction of PCR amplification from primer and template sequences using recurrent neural network
The Italian government is negotiating with the European Union on what aid it can provide loss-making Alitalia and is running up against stiff demands for “economic discontinuity” as the government ...
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